PHRED SEZ.....
J. Fred Ettline, WBCCI #27910

Breakaway Cable & Lane Preference
A pair of emails from the Vintage Airstream Club President, Rick Davis, WBCCI #1602
prompts the discourse this month. He wants to share some well thought out ideas on the
desired length of a trailer breakaway cable. He also touches on which lane to drive in
when traveling on urban interstate highways where three lanes go in the same direction.
Perhaps you can find an idea that will make your travels safer.
Hi Fred,
Fully realizing that most safety tips enter into a gray area where there is not just one
right way, I feel I must question the frequently seen advice that the breakaway cable
should be shorter than the safety chains.
I fully agree that the safety chains should be crossed and if there is a failure the
trailer tongue will drop on the crossed chains and be safely kept off the ground. If
at this point the safety chains are shorter than the breakaway cable, you will feel
something is amiss and be able to safely bring the unit to a stop because it is still
behind you. This is my preferred method!
On the other hand, picture the same scenario, with the breakaway pulling because
the breakaway cable is shorter than the safety chains. A full 12 volts would energize
the trailer brake magnets, locking up two, four, or six wheels. The strength of the
brakes would be pulling the trailer backwards, stretching the safety chains. More
often than not the chains are secured with light duty hooks, instead of quick links
that are more likely to hold. Trailer separation is not a pleasant picture!
I have spent much time thinking about this oft repeated advice (breakaway cable
should be shorter) but cannot subscribe to it in any scenario I can come up with. I
personally do not want the brakes fully activated until the trailer has detached from
the vehicle. Of course the breakaway should be attached to some point other than
on any of the hitch components
All that being said, I can make no claim to experience in this area never having lost
a trailer. I work as a transport driver, delivering new trailers and 5th wheels all
over the country so I do claim a bit of towing experience.
The other item, which I have also seen in your column, is the advice to stay in the
curb lane on multi-lane highways. I can make a very sound case for not always
doing that. (See below)

As I said earlier, some of these ideas are probably areas where there is no totally
right or wrong procedure, so there is room for diverse opinions.
Sincerely,
Rick
Dear Rick,
As to my idea of right lane travel when three or more lanes go in same direction on
an interstate, there is almost always the shoulder pull-off lane to change into in the
event that something shows up in your driving lane unexpectedly. Last summer I
was in heavy traffic in the center lane and saw a 5" piece of PVC (eight foot long)
rolling across my lane. Because of traffic on both sides I could only move the
motorhome about a foot to avoid hitting it with the front tires. It hit the dual rear
tires and catapulted off my towed Saturn’s front bumper into other traffic. In
retrospect it would have been nice to know there was a free lane to my right to
“dive” into and avoid the damage.
Sincerely,
Fred
Dear Fred,
On the subject of “which lane to drive in”, we are in an area where my experience
has been a good teacher. Normally, tooling along in the slow curb lane makes good
sense. Where I dislike the advice is when approaching or going around the bypass
of a major city in heavy traffic.
The point made by many is that if you are in the second lane you can be
“sandwiched” between two passing trucks. No one will argue that it is a little
unnerving when an 18 wheeler blasts by on each side.
The first reason I drive in the second lane, when traveling at a reasonable speed, is
that the curb lane frequently becomes an “exit only” lane forcing a through traveler
to execute a lane change to the left in heavy traffic. Now we all know that as soon as
you hit the left turn signal, it is interpreted by the six cars behind you to mean,
“Speed Up” and they block your ability to shift lanes. Unfortunately sometimes the
only way the lane change can be made is to force the issue by “leaning” to the left
while signaling. Even if that is avoidable there is always that little car you did not
spot in the convex mirror. The second reason for second lane driving is that it allows
you to avoid the traffic entering the freeway trying to merge. Atlanta is a good
example of both these situations. A third valid reason, particularly if you are not
familiar with the area, is the road split or a left exit. If you are in the second lane
you only have one less lane to move to the left. In heavy traffic a one-mile warning
is frequently not enough for multiple lane changes. Nashville is a good example of a

city where the road splits multiple times. I believe that lane changes should be kept
to a minimum.
Of course if the heavy traffic times can be avoided that is the best solution. If there
is a chance the interstate may become a rush hour parking lot, I personally prefer to
exit and choose my parking place for dinner or a nap. Anyway it works for me, but
that doesn’t make it right for everyone.
Opposing viewpoints are always welcome!

Sincerely,
Rick

